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Inside this issue:

Sun Goddesses
At the sun’s zenith, we celebrate
Midsummer, the midway point between the solstices when the sun has
reached its fullest expression - the
longest day. From here, the sun will
diminish in power until it returns to
Tir na Nog, the Western Isles, the
Land of the Ever-Young, to be born
again at Midwinter.
When I wrote this
introduction the first
time, I used language
that identified the sun
as “he,” perpetuating
our culture’s traditional gendered interpretation of this major
luminary. But, because of a recent discussion about gender
in my priestess class
at the Temple of the
Feminine Divine in
Bangor, I began to
think about this gender assumption and I
asked myself, why

seem to have three basic personifications: creatrix and protector of the
world, caretaker or mother of the sun,
and incestuous partner of a moon
brother. Native American culture in
North America has the greatest number of sun goddesses, twenty-nine,
such as the great Hopi diety, Gogyen
So Wuhti, or “Grandmother Spider,”
who brought the sun
and fire for her people. Many other Native American sun
goddesses were continuously fighting
off the incestuous
advances of a moon
brother.

“Sunbather” Copyright © Maria Arango
Http://www.1000woodcuts.com

does the sun have to be masculine?
So, being me, I did a little research.

In Eastern European tradition,
Ketse-awa was a
mother of the sun,
while the Saules
Meitas were responsible for keeping the
sun clean and re-

freshed. Sun goddesses such as Amra
and Beiwe bestowed life on humans.
Many Indian sun goddesses personify
Apparently, the sun doesn’t have to
the incestuous duality of sister sunbe masculine. It has been gendered
brother moon, like Donyi, while others
female in many cultures throughout
demonstrate caretaker powers for the
time and around the world. The book,
sun, like Jamadagni. The sun goddess,
Goddesses in World Mythology, lists
Maya, who has endless manifestations,
204 different goddesses of the sun or
(Continued on page 2)
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Maine’s Torch Race
Honoring Pan
Pagan athletes
in Maine compete once a
year, running
for a torch in
the distance,
sometimes on a
beach, sometimes in the
woods or
through a field.
The winner, thereafter called "fleet of foot and beloved of Pan", is awarded a silver medallion depicting Pan on one side and a laurel wreath for victory on the other.
The 2005 race was held during the Beltane on the
Beach celebration at Popham Beach, May 1. We
had a field of very fast and determined Pagans,
running about 200 yards across wet sand for the
torch. In a dramatic photo finish, the winner ultimately was the outstanding Aspen of the Clan
SamhainDell!
May he be henceforth called fleet of foot and beloved of Pan!
To see images from the torch race, see the Beltane
Photo Essay starting on page 6. You may also see
the torch race web page, at: http://www.ctel.net/
~applebooks/torch-race.htm

Sun Goddesses-(Con’t)
(Continued from page 1)

was seen as the “Mother of Creation.”
Our word, sun, comes from the Germanic goddess,
Sunna. Norse tradition called her Sol, and Celts called
her Sulis. In Britain, Sul, Sol, or Sulis was worshiped at
Avebury, the megalithic monument complex now known
as Silbury Hill, and her worship was conducted from the
tops of hills overlooking sacred springs. Taking their
cue from the worship of the Celtic sun goddess, Sul, Roman invaders overlaid their own sun goddess, Minerva,
and set up altars to Sul Minerva.
Symbolically, in Western culture, the sun has been
gendered male. We accept it to represent consciousness,
reason, order, the active principle, and male energy.
Conversely, the moon personifies the unconscious, intuition, emotions, passivity or reflectivity, and female energy. (In fact, many elements that we use for magical
work, such as herbs and crystals, and for divinatory
work, as with astrology and tarot, have gendered meanings attached to them.) But by gendering abilities and
characteristics, we distort their reality and make it more
difficult to see them as parts of the whole. When we
speak of our “masculine” or “feminine” sides, we are
asserting that we can neatly split ourselves down behavioral or spiritual gender lines, instead of having these
qualities and characteristics fully and inextricably integrated within us. We don’t have gendered sides, unless
perhaps we are schizophrenic! I am reminded of the
poignant stories of Oliver Sachs who writes of patients
who do not recognize their own legs or arms as belong(Continued on page 9)

About the EarthTides Pagan Network
The Maine Pagan community is diverse, independent
and geographically distant. We worship in groups or
alone, but sometimes need contact and a shared forum
to express our ideas and concerns for this community.
The EarthTides Pagan Network was established in
1989 as a support resource for Maine Pagans. All solitaries and groups are welcome to join.
A subscription to this newsletter is available for a sug-

gested donation of $11.00 per year. Single copies may
be obtained by sending a $1.50 donation and a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to: EPN, P.O. Box 161,
E. Winthrop, ME 04343.
E-mail: epn@maine.rr.com
Submission deadline for the Lammas issue is
June 28th, 2005.
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Aesir to Zeus: by Arwen Evenstar
Celebrating the Pagan Soul: Our Own Stories of
Inspiration and Community, compiled and edited
by Laura Wildman offers a great variety of experiences, beliefs, and points of view in one great volume. The cycles of life, learning and teaching, the
bonds of community--you'll find all this here, in
personal accounts from people who have walked
the path. There are many familiar names among the
contributors, including our own Marilyn Pukkila.
Citadel Press,$12.95.
Aisha's Moonlit Walk: Stories and Celebrations
for the Pagan Year by Anika Stafford is a great
book for sharing earth-based spiritual experiences
with children. Good books for kids are few and far
between, but you can certainly add this to the list.
The book follows Aisha and her family as they
celebrate the seasons, and offers both discussion
ideas and things to do and make for each seasonal
feast. Skinner House Books, $14.00.

Kabbalah for Teens by Louis Belmont uses the great
device of teaching with stories. While many serious
students would say that teens just don't have the life
experience to study Kabbalah, Belmont makes the
work accessible and interesting, while not losing sight
of its power. He discusses how the Kaballah can help
with life choices and goals, when things feel out of
control, and to live in a positive, spiritual way. Citadel
Press, $13.95.
Be a Teen Goddess: Magical Charms, Spells and
Wiccan Wisdom for the Wild Ride of Life by
Frandesca De Grandis demonstrates that modern paganism is empowering, inspiring and positive. The author give us lots to think about, from ethics and religion (including a section of the Goddess and guys), to
When You Mess Up, to dealing with abuse and misunderstanding. to self confidence and inner transformation. Citadel Press, $12.95.

Magic for Lovers: The Wiccan Way to Lasting
Romance by Selene Silverwind is, first of all, a
well-designed book, with all of its good information easy to find and work with. Along with some
handfasting suggestions, the author also includes
ideas about setting up an altar, blessing both home
and children, healing rifts, celebrating holidays,
and having fun. Crossing Press, $12.95.

About the EarthTides Pagan Network News
This newsletter comes out eight times a year, around
the Sabbats. Literary, poetic and artistic contributions
are welcome, as are opinion pieces. Please keep submissions to no more than two pages, double-spaced.
Please submit on disk or e-mail to
anu_dudley@umit.maine.edu
Subscribers' names, addresses and other personal information are kept confidential except to other network members. EPN will aid in establishing contact
between individuals, but accepts no legal responsibility
for the results.

All signed articles and artwork are the property of their
creators, and ads are the property of our advertisers;
these may not be used elsewhere without permission.
All other content is copyright © 2005 EarthTides Pagan Network, all rights reserved. The EarthTides Pagan Network News and the EarthTides name and
"Moon-over-Maine" logo are copyright © 2005
EarthTides Pagan Network, and may not be used
without written permission of the EPN Council.
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Kitchen Witch:

Midsummer Fun Food

In keeping with Starcat's suggestion that we just have fun at
Midsummer, here is a receipe I found in The Wicca Cookbook,
by Jamie Wood and Tara Seefeldt. They recommend that, at
Litha, we recapture the promise of childhood and be "exhuberant
and joyous about living....Children are akin to angels and faeries,
who fly because they live so joyously." They encourage us to
"try and laugh at [ourselves] and delight in the joy that is living."
Sunshine Jell-O
1 large 6-ounce box orange Jell-O 1 cup hot water
1 cup cold water
1 orange juice
1 cup buttermilk [coconut milk is even nicer!]
1/4 cup chopped walnuts [a sun food]
1 can Mandarin oranges [another sun food]
Mix the Jell-O and hot water in a bowl. Add the cups of cold water, orange juice, and coconut milk.
[Check the fluid requirements of the Jell-O package to make sure you are not adding more liquid than the
package calls for.] Pour into a 8x5 inch
pan. Place in refrigerator. When the mixture begins to set up a little firmness, stir in the walnuts and orange slices. Or, wait til almost firm and sprinkle them on top. Have fun!
Be Well, Marigold

Green Witch:
Ruled by the sun, and of the element of fire, the
peony is a fitting flower for Midsummer. It is the
classic flower in Chinese art and lore, representing
the yang principle (one of the few yang flowers, in
fact) of masculinity (see gender comments in lead
article of this issue) and carrying the significance of
light, glory, love, good fortune, riches, youth, and
happiness. It is, in fact, the "imperial" flower, supposed to be untouched by any insect except the bee,
the "royal" insect.
In Western tradition, the peony is respected for
its protective powers. The "anodyne necklace" of
17th and 18th century healing practice was in fact
made of dried peony root and peony seeds and hung
around the neck to guard against evil and also to
keep away pain. It was classically used, in this regard, to soothe babies who were teething. Sometimes peony root was carved into small beads (called
"piney beads") and strung with coral and flint, which
increased its protective power.
Gather peony roots and seeds at night, according

Peonies

to Scott Cunningham, when the seeds are thought to
shine with an unearthly light. Otherwise, enjoy the
fat, generous flowers during their all too short blooming period while they bless us with beauty at the beginning of summer.
Bright Blessings, Marigold
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I Didn't Say it But.... Debunking the God Squad Lies
While Riding on the Truth Train: by August Keso
All aboard the Truth Train folks! There has been a whole
lot of this 'n that said by those proclaiming to speak, for
America's people of faith. Name it and they have tried to
distort, manipulate and pervert everything from the Founder's intentions for the country, to the Constitution. Every
now and then, it doesn't hurt to take a little test ride and see
if the supposed "morals and values" crowd are selling the
country a train with round wheels or square ones. So, come
along on the Truth Train and let's see how she rides... .
Today's God Squad members like to proclaim themselves
persecuted at every turn. Of course they aren't, but it is their
favorite "shed a tear for me and give me my damn theocracy now," game. Well, I didn't say it but...
"If we look back into history for the character of the
present sects in Christianity, we shall find few that have
not in their turns been persecutors, and complainers of
persecution. The primitive Christians thought persecution extremely wrong in the Pagans, but practiced it on
one another. The first Protestants of the Church of
England blamed persecution in the Romish Church, but
practiced it upon the Puritans. They found it wrong in
Bishops, but fell into the practice themselves both there
(England) and in New England." - Benjamin Franklin

fifteen centuries has the
legal establishment of
Christianity been on trial.
What has been its fruits?
More or less, in all places,
pride and indolence in the
clergy; ignorance and servility in the laity; in both, superstition, bigotry and persecution." - James Madison, "A Memorial and Remonstrance", 1785

Then again, the God Squad, the American Taliban, the
Republican al Qaeda (it means the base...not saying they
are, just impressing folks with my Arabic) has been doing a
whole lotta belly-achin' about how we need to ditch the
theory of evolution, for their theory of ignorance...err..."Intelligent Design"...anybody else see the
irony in that? Well, I didn't say it but…
"The priesthood have, in all ancient nations, nearly
monopolized learning. And ever since the Reformation,
when or where has existed a Protestant or dissenting
sect who would tolerate A FREE INQUIRY? The blackest billingsgate, the most ungentlemanly insolence, the
most yahooish brutality, is patiently endured, countenanced, propagated, and applauded. But touch a solPerhaps people have noticed how today's Republican
emn truth in collision with a dogma of a sect, though
American Taliban crowd, has been trying to divide the nacapable of the clearest proof, and you will find you
tion between those that believe in keeping religion out of
have disturbed a nest, and the hornets will swarm
government and those of "faith"? They say that it is perabout your eyes and hand, and fly into your face and
fectly fine for them to brow beat folks into seeing their pereyes." - John Adams, letter to John Taylor
spective, because that is what Jesus called them to do. The
Religious Right never seems more pleased, than when they
and
can get us all at one another's throat. Well, I didn't say it
"As priest craft was always the enemy of knowledge,
but...
because priest craft supports itself by keeping people in
"Religion I found to be without any tendency to inspire,
delusion and ignorance, it was consistent with its polpromote, or confirm morality, serves principally to diicy to make the acquisition of knowledge a real sin."
vide us and make us unfriendly to one another."
- Thomas Paine
- Benjamin Franklin
Remember a few years back when Pat "Imam of the Jihad
The Republican God Squad keeps insisting they are the true
for Jesus" Robertson said, he believed only Christians and
purveyors of "morals and values" and that gay people are
some Jews were qualified to be office holders, like Presinot equals. Too, they often level the most heinous charges
dent, in the United States? Well, I didn't say it but...
at the gay community, like saying gay people can't procre"The proscribing any citizen as unworthy the public
ate so they "recruit" children. Well, I didn't say it but...
confidence by laying upon him an incapacity of being
"Experience witnesseth that ecclesiastical establishcalled to offices of trust and emolument unless he proments, instead of maintaining the purity and efficacy of
fess or renounce this or that religious opinion is dereligion, have had a contrary operation. During almost

(Continued on page 8)
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Beltane, 2005: A Photo Essay

Each year since about 1982, Maine Pagans have gathered at Popham Beach State Park on or about the 1st
of May to celebrate the Beltane Sabbat (The midpoint
between Spring Equinox and the Summer Solstice and
a time to celebrate fertility in Nature.)
This year, well over 100 folks were in attendance from
all parts of Northern New England in spite of the blustery wet start to the day. The May poles are brought
back to the beach year after year and placed in an erect
position on the beach to be readied for the spiral
dance.

I see this dance as symbolic and as emblematic of the
singular strands of ribbon that we all carry through life
as individuals as we weave in and out of our interactions with others... If we dance well in life, even when
moving in opposition to many of those we meet, the
greater universal web is woven well. If we ignore or
remain ignorant of the fact
that we are all connected
to the same "Maypole" (in
Deity) and are in fact
weaving this web together,
then we'll do nothing in
life but create knots in our
lives and in the lives of
those whose ribbons we
cross.
As the dance progresses,
the web moves its way
down the Maypole the

The Popham event has grown to the extent that one
portable Maypole is not enough to accommodate all
who wish to take part in the dance. For the last several
years two Maypoles have been used. This growing interest and participation in even the tiny state of Maine
correlates with the statistics that show that Paganism is
among the fastest growing religions in the US today.
As the dancers move in two opposing circles around
the pole they weave in and out passing each other first
on the left and then on the right. This causes the individual strands of ribbon that each of the dancers holds
to weave into one unified web around the central pole.

dancing gets faster and faster and the crowd gets
tighter and tighter. As each ribbon is danced to an
end, several ribbons are braided off securely to the
Maypole for the rest of its 'life.' As the modern era of
Neo-Paganism has now been expanding again since
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the late 1960s, it is interesting to note that such open
public celebrations are again
as multi-generational an activity today as they were in
Paleo-Pagan days.
After the Maypoles, Harper
Meader organized the 5th
Annual Beltane torch race.
To our knowledge, this is
the longest running Pagan
footrace in honor of Pan in
North America On the left is what may be the very
first photo finish of any Pagan foot race held in honor

of Pan. On the right, Harper Meader awarded a silver
medallion to Aspen, this year's rightful victor, who
had earned the honored and esteemed title "Fleet of
Foot and Beloved of Pan" for this year.
Labyrinth artist Kelt always donates a nice labyrinth
on the beach to be walked each year. The kids love
this as much as the adults.

After the ritual and the race on the beach, everyone
gathers back at the picnic area for a huge potluck
feast. The temperature at the beach this year was

hovering around 48 degrees and it kept threatening to
rain. Despite this, everyone had a great time and the
rain held off until most had left.
Hereditary Maine 'Yankees' are generally accepted to
be the descendents of a puritan congregational people who relied more on democratic, localized and
independent 'authority' for their religious lives then
their home nations would allow. I find it interesting
that this independent streak continues strongly in
Maine Paganism today.
(Adapted from Michael Berube’s Photo Essay at:
http://www.anothermaine.com) All photos except
the picnic area, copyright © 2005, Michael Berube.
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I Didn't Say it But.... —(Con’t)
(Continued from page 5)

priving him injuriously of those privileges and advantages to which, in common with his fellow citizens, he has a natual right."
- Thomas Jefferson, Statute for Religious Freedom, 1779
Does anyone recall the Republican God Squad making
any statements like this, "The First Amendment does
not exclude religion from government...there is no separation of Church from State. The Founding Fathers
never intended that!" Well, I didn't say it but...
"I contemplate with sovereign reverence that act of
the whole American people which declared that
their legislature should make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibit the free exercise thereof, thus building a wall of separation between
church and
state."
- Thomas
Jefferson,
as President, in a
letter to the
Baptists of Danbury, Connecticut, 1802
Of course too, America has been bombarded by everyone from Wild-Eyed Mullah James Dobson to Jerry
Falwell, insisting that what this country needs...really,
really, really needs...is the Church and Christians to run
it. Well, I didn't say it but...
"History I believe furnishes no example of a priestridden people maintaining a free civil government.
This marks the lowest grade of ignorance, of which
their political as well as religious leaders will always avail themselves for their own purpose."
- Thomas Jefferson to Baron von Humboldt in
1813
The God Squad just can't figure out why so many people today are looking at their Jihad for Jesus movement
with such great alarm. They did say, it was their goal to
take over every elected office in the government. Something about their being X-number of Churches and Y
fewer offices, so if every church voted one person into
office, they'd control all elected seats in the country.
Well, I didn't say it but...
"Of all the tyrannies that affect mankind, tyranny in
religion is the worst."
- Thomas Paine

And during the past Presidential election there were reports
of some churches insisting that anybody that didn't vote for
Bush, wasn't a real Christian. Well, I didn't say it but...
"Of all the animosities which have existed among mankind, those which are caused by difference of sentiments in religion appear to be the most inveterate and
distressing, and ought most to be deprecated. I was in
hopes that the enlightened and liberal policy, which
has marked the present age, would at least have reconciled Christians of every denomination so far that we
should never again see the religious disputes carried to
such a pitch as to endanger the peace of society."
- George Washington, letter to Edward Newenham,
October 20, 1792
Finally, the God Squad seems never to tire of telling America that all they want to do is return the nation to its Christian roots. Well, I didn't have anything to do with historical
fact but...
"One of
the embarrassing
problems
for the
early nineteenthcentury
champions of the Christian faith was that not one of
the first six Presidents of the United States was an
orthodox Christian."
- The Encyclopedia Brittanica, 1968, p. 420
Sorry, for the bumpy ride on the Truth Train folks, but it
seems we have been sold a whole bunch of square wheels
by the "morals and values" crowd. Not to worry, it seems
the Founding Fathers had the properly round wheels all
along. So tell me, whose train you gonna ride...James
Dobson's or James Madison's? All aboard!
Some of the quotes in this piece were found at http://
www.BareFootsWorld.Net/Founding
Article courtesy of the Progressive Daily Beacon,
http://progressivedailybeacon.com –August Keso, Ed.
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Starcat’s Corner: Pagan Summer Fun
This Litha, let’s forgo the usual serious column on
how to improve your spiritual life. This one is just
for fun; any character improvement that results is
simply a side benefit.

- Attend an outdoor festival. It doesn’t have to be
specifically pagan; my family has fun at the Scottish
Highland Games every summer, camping out and
partying in the spirit of our ancestors.

A lot of folks I’ve talked to recently have said they
had a particularly rough winter. The rather rainy
spring, while feeding the trees, may not have helped
lift our spirits much. But here we are, at the height
of the sun’s intensity, the season of the God at the
peak of his masculine power. The days are long, and
it’s time to get out and enjoy them. Some tips from
your friendly feline pleasure-seeker:

- Have a Litha Costume Ball. Decorate your backyard with strings of lights and candles. Ask guests to
dress up as faeries. Sip elaborate drinks and eat tiny
sandwiches.

- Go barefoot as much as possible. Go skyclad, if
you’re so inclined (but don’t forget the all-natural
bug repellent).

- Play hooky from your job and do nothing all day.
- Take a midnight moon-and-stars hike. Put red cellophane over a flashlight and look for owls (that way
the light won’t disturb them).
- Curl up and read a novel, or a book of poetry, in the
sun.
- Treat yourself to a massage or pedicure. No,
really! Barter for it with a friend if that sounds too
expensive.
- Hold a musical jam session. Dance to tunes your
improvised group makes up on the spot. Be sure to
invite lots of drummers.

- Swim in the ocean, or a lake or river. Even if the
water is too cold.

Sun Goddesses—(Con’t)
(Continued from page 2)

- See a summer movie, perhaps one with a paganfriendly theme, like Star Wars or Hitchhiker’s Guide
to the Galaxy.
- Get a group of friends together to play softball or
kickball. Even if you’re terrible at it, be goofy and
have a good time.

- Go on a fancy picnic. Spread out an old tablecloth,
ing to them; and in the same way, we may not recog- and break out the cloth napkins, wine glasses you got
nize our own intrinsic qualities, but see them as alien from a yard sale, and candles in fancy holders. Eat
to our true selves.
and drink in style on the beach or at a music festival.
My resolve for this Midsummer, therefore, is to celebrate myself as sun goddess, owning and experienc- - Climb a tree. How long has it been?!
ing every shining, warming, blazing, burning ray as
- Go barefoot as much as possible. Have fun!
my very own. I will stride forth as Atet-maau, an
Egyptian sun and warrior goddess, fully integrated
within myself. Men, personify your moon gods!
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Calendar of Events
NOTE: If you'd like your event included in our calendar of events, please send us an e-mail, with Calendar Listings as
the subject, to grove@ctel.net before the deadline for the issue in which you'd like it listed. Each issue of the newsletter lists the next deadline on the front page.
If you would like an extra copy of this calendar to post on a public bulletin board, please feel free to photocopy it
freely. If you know a business in your area which would like to post one, please send the information to the above email address and we'll add it to the mailing list.
As a service to the Pagan community, we seek to list as many events as possible that would be of interest to Maine
Pagans. You need not be a member of EPN, or even a subscriber to this newsletter, to list an event here. All we ask is
that events be non-profit -- that is, that any fees for participating not exceed the reasonable cost of putting on the
event -- and submitted to us by e-mail or post by the publication deadline. (Those planning for-profit events are welcome to avail themselves of our very affordable advertising opportunities.)
We make no claim as to the value or safety of any of these events, and caution our readers to rely on their own best
judgment when assessing any situation, particularly those involving strangers. That said, we also encourage you to participate in as wide a spectrum of the Pagan community as you can, both for your own enjoyment and because our
community needs your positive energy and good fellowship.

JUNE
18 Saturday
Litha Summerking Ritual
Immanent Grove in Sidney
Details: grove@ctel.net
Litha at Forest Sanctuary in Jay
Details: forestsanctuary@yahoo.com
19 Sunday
Litha at Silver Cauldron, Saco
Details: oldelucy@maine.rr.com
JULY
4 Monday
Potluck at Forest Sanctuary in Jay
Details: forestsanctuary@yahoo.com
29 - 31 Friday—Sunday
Lammas Retreat at Forest Sanctuary in Jay
Details: forestsanctuary@yahoo.com

AUGUST
20 Saturday
Potluck at Forest Sanctuary in Jay
Details: forestsanctuary@yahoo.com
23 Tuesday
Pagan Pride Day
Pagan Pride has been confirmed at USM in the
Woodbury Campus Center on Aug 28th from
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM
SEPTEMBER
23-25 Friday—Sunday
COMMON GROUND COUNTRY FAIR in
Unity. To Volunteer at the booth and for details: E-mail: griffith@mfx.net
MONTHLY EVENTS
Druidry/Pagan Practice and Training, Bar Mills.
For further information, contact Kevin at
shazthod@sacoriver.net. These are two-hour sessions,
held one Sunday afternoon per month, and open to beginners and more advanced practitioners; participants
of all Pagan paths are welcome.

28 - 31. Thursday—Sunday
1st Annual DragonMoon Gathering. Set on
our 134 rustic acres of Maine forest, come
enjoy a weekend of relaxed Pagan company,
spiritual community, explore trails and saPagan Coffee Klatch, Quilting Bee and Clothing
cred spaces, and celebratethe first Harvest.
Swap, Gardiner. For further information, contact Jani
Hosted by Sacred Lands and the members of @ <fritti.cat@verizon.net>.
Dragonvale. http://dragonmoonfestival.org/
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Networking
The people and groups listed here are mentioned because they have done two things: They have volunteered to serve as points of
contact for those seeking Pagan community, and they have agreed to follow a set of basic rules of ethical conduct. Any person or
group may be listed here by subscribing to this newsletter and agreeing to those expectations; please contact EPN to arrange such a
listing.
EPN has no interest in serving as the "Pagan police," and explicitly supports the autonomy of each person and group in matters of
faith, belief and worship. The Maine Pagan community encompasses a wide variety of people and practices, and seekers are cautioned that any person or activity that makes you uncomfortable is probably wrong for you.
Groups and individuals who seek networking opportunities but are reluctant to sign the Standards are encouraged to take advantage of our advertising columns.

Day celebrations open to the community. Contact Thea or
Harry, 282-1491 or oldewtch@maine.rr.com

AUGUSTA AREA

Bill and Johanna Chellis. Pantheists working with the circle, wheel and labyrinth. 685-3860
SPECIAL INTERESTS
Immanent Grove. A fellowship of practicing Pagans of all
persuasions. Members pursue their own personal relationships with the Gods. We're interested in corresponding with experienced Pagans who would like to work
with us. Harper and Arwen, Immanent Grove, Box 2328
Middle Road, Sidney, ME 04330

OXFORD HILLS AREA

Deaf Pagans. I would love to meet Deaf adults who are
Pagan and other Pagan parents of Deaf children. Ede,
353-6202 (V/TTY) or ede@clinic.net
PanCraft. Pagan artists, musicians and others beloved of
the Muses get together to share their work and honor the
Deities who inspire them. Harper and Arwen, Box 2328
Middle Road, Sidney, ME 04330

ONLINE RESOURCES

Khyrohn Ni Mara. Eclectic Wiccan focusing on healing
through herbs and drumming. RR1 Box 2606, N. Water- EPN website http://www.earthtides.org
ford, ME 04267. 583-4215.
Maine Pagan Resource Page,

http://www. janeraeburn.com/maine
Maine Pagan Clergy Association website,
http://www.mainepaganclergy.org
Temple of Brigantia. Wiccan group honoring the GodMaine
Pagan
Mailing List, to join send blank edesses and Gods of Britain and Rome. Offering open Full
mail to mepagan-subscribe@egroups.com
Moon rituals and accepting selected candidates for apEPN Mailing List (open to newsletter subscribers
prenticeship. Jane/Cassius, 646-6634 or temple@janeraeburn.com
only), to join send blank e-mail to:
earthtides-subscribe@egroups.com
Circle of the Silver Cauldron, Atlantic. Eclectic Wiccan
Maine Pagan Politics List, to join send blank e-mail
coven emphasizing creativity and self-development. Great
to
meppolitics-subscribe@egroups.com
PORTLAND/YORK COUNTY

BE A PART OF EPN
Stay connected with the community! Annual subscription is $11.00 for 8 issues of this newsletter.

NAME: ______________________________________

ZIP CODE: ___________________________________

ADDRESS:____________________________________

E-MAIL ADDRESS:____________________________

CITY:________________________________________

This is a (check one):
___ New membership

STATE: ______________________________________

___ Renewal

Mail to: EPN, P.O. Box 161, E. Winthrop, ME 04343.

EPN
P.O. Box 161
E. Winthrop, ME 04343
www.earthtides.org

